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A meJhod based on measuring the concentration pro.file in a diffusion pair 
with an inner electric heat source was worked out for determining the diffusion
electric coefficient in a water-saturated porcelain mix. The diffusion-electric 
process, due to the concentration gradient of soluble salts in the saturated ceramic 
body, decreases the density of alternating electric current. The ceramic mix 
containing a concentration gradient of the soluble salts, behaves as an inhomo
geneous conductor and if it holds that grad c = 0, it behaves as a homogeneous 
conductor. 

INTRODUCTION 

If the transmission of electric current in a water-saturated ceramic mix is regarded 
as a diffusion process involving relative movement of ions with respect to neutral 
particles, the following relationship holds for the electric current flux j: 

j = -Cl grad <p - L1 grad c - L2 grad T, (1) 

where Cl is the specific electric conductivity, grad <p is the electric field potential, 
c is the concentration, T is temperature and L1, L2 are the diffusion-electric and 
the thermo-electric coefficients respectively. 

To describe the electrical properties of an inhomogeneous conductor, it is neces
sary to determine the significance of the individual terms in equation ( 1) for electric 
current transmission. In studies [1-3] it was found that in water-saturated porce
lain mix with a constant content of soluble salts, distributed homogenously throu
ghout the body volume, the specific electric conductivity <1 does not depend on the 
moisture content of the mix, and that its dependence on the concentration of soluble 
salts and temperature has the following form: 

<1 = ((0.01678c + 0.0044) T - 4.21c _;_ 1.109) Sm-1
, (2) 

where c is the concentration of soluble salts in wt. % . It was likewise found that 
the effect of the temperature gradient, i. e. that of the thermoelectric process 
on the transmission of alternating electric current in a water-saturated porcelain 
mix, can be neglected. 

To describe completely the electric properties of a water-saturated porcelain 
mix, it is therefore necessary to express the effect of the diffusion-electric process 
in equation (1) on the transmission of electric current. 

The present paper had the aim to work out a method for reliable determination 
of the diffusion electric coefficient in a water-saturated porcelain mix and to 
determine the significance of the effect of the diffusion-electric process on the 
flux of electric current. 
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METHOD FOR THE DETERMINATION OF THE DLFFUSION-ELECTRIC 

COEFFICIENT 

During unidirectional passage of electric current through a. prism-shaped body L
in length there arises an electric field potential, a concentration gradient and 
a temperature gradient. If the effect of the temperature gradient in the body 
on the electric current transmission is negligible, the following relationship holds 
for the electric current flux: 

j = -cr(T, c) cJ<p/ox - L1(T, c) oc/ox. (3) 

At the same time, it holds for j that 

j = -C1eff c<p/ox, (4) 

where O"err has the significance of effective specific electric conductivity, also 
involving the effect of the concentration gradient. By joining equations (3) and 
(4), one obtains the following equation for the calculation of the diffusion-electric 
coefficient L1 at time t and temperature T:

L1 = (crerr - a) (c<p/ox) (oc/ox)-1. (5) 

For the calculation of L1 one has therefore to know the values of crerr, er, the electric 
field potential cJ<p/ox and the concentration gradient oc/ox. 

To express oc/ox, one can use the concentration profile obtained by solving the 
weight balance for diffusion coefficient D independent of concentration, in the form: 

OtC = -D a�c, (6) 
where Gt and 2x are derivatives in terms of time and the ordinate respectively. 

In order to determine L1 , the authors developed the method of a diffusion pair 
with an inner three-dimensional heat source, ensuring unidirectional transmission 
of electric current and heat as well as unidirectional transfer of salts. The method 
was therefore based on creating and determining the electric field potential, the 
temperature and concentration profile in the body at time t. The apparatus, whose 
schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 1, consists of electrodes -1, between which 
there is a body insulated thermally - 2, and with a moisture barrier - 3; the 
body consists of two bodies - 4, 5 of water-saturated porcelain mix with different 

2 

9 

1 
'------4A '--___, _ __, 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the diffusion pair method W'ith an inner three-dimensional heat source 
1 - electrodes, 2 - thermal insulation, 3 - moisture barrier, 4, 5 - bodies with soluble salt,
centrations c1 and c2 respectively, 6 - transformer, 7, 8 - voltmeter, 9 - ammeter, 10 - thermo-

eouples 
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initial concentrations of salts c1 and c2• The body is supplied with a.n adjustable 
constant alternating voltage from transformer - 6, the voltage being indicated 
by voltmeter - 7. The voltage on the body is measured by voltmeter - 8, and 
the electric current by ammeter - 9. The system of insulations, electrodes and the 
bodies is loaded by force 6 N. The temperature field in the body is measured 
by copper-consta.ntan thermocouples -10.

Resolving of balance (6) for the boundary conditions: 

t = 0, 
t > 0, 

XE (0, 00), 
X =0, 
X-+ 00, 

C = Co, 

C = Cs, 

C = Co, 

one obtains the following equation for the concentration profile: 

(c - Cs )/(co - Cs) = erf (x/21/m), 

(7) 

(8) 

where c0 is the initial concentration and Cs is the final concentration on the surface 
X =0. 

The bodies for the measurements were prepared from a water-saturated porcelain 
mix by adding N a2SO4 [2] in the respective amounts of 0 wt. % , 0.3 wt. %, and 0.6 
wt. %- The moisture content was 26 %- The bodies with a cross section of 30 mm X 
30 mm and length L = 60 mm or L = 27 .5 mm were prepared by forming in a vacuum 
auger. The waterproofed bodies were allowed to mature for 48 hours in a, water
saturated medium to attain a homogeneous distribution of the electrolyte throu
ghout the body volume. The homogeneity of Na2SO4 distribution at all the concen
trations was checked by comparing that in the entire body with one section 10 mm 
in length, obtained by cutting the original body. Identical values of o' were establi
shed. At all the concentrations, the electric field potential was measured by the 
procedure described in [l]. The results indicated that the electric field potential 
was established in the bodies immediately following the switching on of the electric 
current and that the dependence U = U(x) was linear in all the instances. As was 
already found [3], the temperature gradient in the body does not affect the passage 
of electric current. In spite of this, voltages of U < 10 V were applied on the 
bodies, because at such voltages the individual time developments of temperature 
in bodies with different contents of soluble salts, i.e. different o', do not show any 
great mutual differences, and the arising temperature gradient in the diffusion 
pair is small. 

The temperature profiles measured in the diffusion pairs were used in the calcula
tions in substituting the corresponding values of <1, calculated from equation (2). 
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A typical temperature profile in a diffusion pair, e.g. that for a pair composed 
of bodies with concentrations of 0 wt. % and 0.6 wt. % of Na2S04 respectively, 
is shown in Fig. 2 at a voltage of U = 8 V. 

In view of the small temperature gradients involved, the mean temperatures 
in the diffusion pairs, T, are specified. 

To determine the concentration profile of water soluble salts in a diffusion pair 
consisting of two bodies with the same moisture content, with lengths L1 = 
= L2 = 27 .5 mm and having roughly the same temperature but a different initial 
concentration of salts, the following procedure was used: Having joined the bodies 
into a diffusion pair with a length of L = 55 mm and connected it to an electric 
circuit with a constant voltage, the relationships I = I(t) and T = T(x, t) were 
measured. After time t, the diffusion pair was cut into slices about 10 mm in thick
ness in the direction of diffusion. Following their waterproofing, the slices were 
cooled down to 293 K and kept for 48 hours to equalize the salt concentration 
throughout the volume. The dependence I = I(t) and T = T(t) under constant 
voltage was then measured on the individual slices. 

These relationships were used for expressing the relationship er = er(T) in the 
individual slices, and these in turn served in the calculation of the mean concentra
tion of soluble salts in the slices from the known dependence er = er(c, T) according 
to equation (2). This procedure yielded dependence c = c(x) in the diffusion 
pair. 

DETERMINATION OF THE DIFFUSION-ELECTRIC COEFFICIENT BY THE 

DIFFUSION PAIR METHOD WITH AN INTERNAL THREE-DIMENSIONAL 

SOURCE OF HEAT 

The effect of the concentration gradient on the transmission of electric current 
in water-saturated porcelain mix with a constant moisture content at a constant 
temperature was measured at a voltage of 8 V or 9.7 V on the diffusion pair. 
Experimental measurements were carried out on diffusion pairs composed of bodies 
with concentrations of c = 0 wt. % and c = 0.6 wt. % , or c = 0 wt. % and c = .

= 0.3 wt. % of Na2S04 at a mean temperature of T = 303 K. The established 
current values expressed as a specific electric conductivity of the diffusion pair 
at three temperatures are listed in Table I. 

C C 

% wt %wt 

0,6 0,3 

0,4 0,2 

0,2 0,1 

0 10 30 50 X 0 10 30 50 X 

mm mm 

Fig. 3. Concentration profile in a diffusion pair at T = 303 K. A - 0-0.6 wt. %; B - 0-0.3 wt. o/0 
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Diffusion pair 

0-0_6 wt.%

0-0.3 wt.%

Table I 

ValuPs measm·Prl on diffusion pairs 

ll 

v 

8 

9.7 

i 

I 

I 
--
mA ! 

' 

I 
37.5 ! 
41.0 
46.5 

41.3 
44.0 

I 
48.5 

']' 
-
K 

I 

295 
298 
303 

295 
298 
303 

O'eff � -
Sm-• 

0.29 
0.31 
0.36 

0.26 
0.28 
0.31 

I 

The results of measuring the slices obtained by cutting the diffusion pairs are 
listed in Table II. The concentration profiles c = c(x) in the diffusion pairs are 
plotted in Fig. 3. 

DISCFSSION AND CONCLUSION 

Let us first verify the concentration profiles measured in the diffusion pairs. 
In the diffusion pair prepared from a water-saturated porcelain mix of equal 
moisture content, the only difference was in the Na2S04 concentration. Knowledge 
of the concentration profile allows the diffusion coefficient of Na+ or so�- ions 
to be calculated. On the ha.sis of equation (8), Cs is the concentration at the interface 
of the diffusion pair, a.nd c0 is the initial concentration in the body of the diffusion 
pair having the higher concentration. On carrying out the indicated calculation, 
one finds from the diffusion pair of 0-0.6 wt. % the value of the diffusion coeffi
cient, D = 3 X I0-9m2 s-1 at T = 303 K. For the diffusion pair of 0-0.3 wt. % , 
the diffusion coefficient value of D = 4 X I0-9m2 s-1 is obtained. 

The literature [4] specifies diffusion coefficients DNa+ = 1.27 X I0-9m2 s-1 and 
Ds0�- = 0.83 X 10--9m2 s-1 at T = 298 K. On ta.king into accout the temperature 
difference of 5 K, one finds a satisfactory agreement between the measured diffusion 
coefficients and those given in the literature. The method suggested for measuring 
the concentration profile on the basis of determining the specific electric conducti
vity of the mix gives reliable results. This finding allows us to analyze the electric 
behaviour of a porcelain mix with a concentration gradient of soluble salts. 

Let us assume that the diffusion pair behaves as a resistor composed of partial 
resistors connected in serioo. In the given case the following equation holds for the 
total resistance: 

n n 

Re = L Rt = L (Lt/a,8) 
i=] i=l 

and for the total specific ek,ctric conductivity it holds that: 

<1c = Le/Res, 

(9) 

(10) 

where Le is the length of the diffw,ion pair. Let us first com,ider the initial state 
when the diffusion pair is composed of two bodieH with a homogeneously distribu
ted but different contents of salts. It is therefore composed of two resistors with 
conductivities <11 and <12 • This situation is described by the values measured at 
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I 
Diffusion pair 
0-0.6 wt.% 

L1 = 1.08 X 10-2 m I 

L2 = 1.18 X 10-2 m 

L3 = 1.10 X 10-2 rr I 

--

L4 = 0.98 X 10-2 m 

L5 = 1.16 X 10-2 111 

0-0.3 wt. %

!
L 1 = 1.04 X 10 -2 m I 

L2 = 1.08 X 10-2 m 

L3 = 1.13 X 10- 2 111 

L4 = 1.05 X 10-2 m 

I 
L5 = 1.20 X l0-2 m 
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Tahle II 

The measured and calcclate<l values for the slices 

I I 
I u I T --

I 
-- -

mA V I K 
I 

42.5 ? � -·· 295
103.3 6.2 298 
117.3 6.4 303 

1- ---- --

89.9 ! 5.5 295 
103.4 5.8 298 
109.8 

I
5.ti 303 

1 i8.2 5.3 295 
197.5 5.4 298 
20fl.8 5.2 303 

- -- - -- -

184.2 3.5 295 
208.3 3.7 298 
235.0 3.8 303 

--- -

205.3 4.2 295 
230.8 4.4 298 
238.0 4.1 303

I I
86.i i 5.3 ! 295 
97.9 

I 
5.fi 298

112.4 5.8 303 
- ---

167.0 9.5 295
180.8 9.6 298
211.5 9.8 i 303 

- -

116.7 5.0 295 
130.4 5.1 298 
135.7 4.8 303 

- ··--1 
133.4 4.0 I 295 
150.4 4.3 I 298 
169.5 4.3 I 303 ' 

-----·-

I i 123.3 4.0 295 
148.2 4.5 I 298 
149.8 I 4.1 I 303 

I I 

I 
I 

(1 �---
Sm- 1 

0.19 
0.20 
0.22 

0.22 
0.23 
0,2(\ 

0.41 
0.45 
0.49 

--

0.57
0.fll 
0.68

--
0.fi3
0.68 
0.75 

0.19 
0.20 
0.22 

·----- --- --

0.21 
0.23 
0.2(i 

0.29 
0.32 
0.36 

------

0.39
0.41 
0.4(\ 

-- -

--�---

0.41
0.44 
0.49 

C -----
wt. % 

0
0 
0 

0.04
0.04 
0.05 

0.30
0.31 
0.30 

0.52 
0.52 
0.52 

0.fi0
0.6 
0.6 

0
0 
0 

0.03
0.03 
0.04 

0.14
0.15 
0.15 

0.27
0.26 
0.27 

0.3
0.3 
0.3 

I
(J 

----

wt. % 

0
0 
0 

0.043 

0.303 

0.520 

0.6 

0 

0.033 

0.147 

0.267 

0.3 

T = 295 K (cf. Table I). The <le of the system calculated from equation (10) for 
n = 2, where the <11 and <12 for T = 295 K are given by equation (2), is in a good 
agreement with the <lerr obtained experimentally for both diffusion pairs, as 
follows from Table III. This means that if the system is composed of two bodies 
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Table Ill 

Calculated and experimental values of specific electric conductivity of diffusion pairs 

Diff. pair 0-0.6 wt. % I Diff. pair 0-0.3 wt. % 
T 

- <Jc/Sm-I <Jc/Sm-1 

K <Jeff <Jeff 
Sm- 1 

n=2 I 11 = 3 

I
n=5 

Sm- 1 

n=2 

I
n = 3 

I
n=5 

I i 

295 0.29 0.29 - - 0.2fi 

I
0.26 - -

298 0.31 0.31 - - 0.28 0.28 - -

303 0.36 0.34 0.36 0.38 0.31 0.30 0.31 0.34 
! I 

-

with different but homogeneous contents of soluble salts, this system in an electric 
field can be regarded as two resistors connected in series. 

In the case when T = 303 K, the concentration profiles in the diffusion pairs 
are plotted in Fig. 3. The difference between <Ye and o'err indicates (cf. Table III, 
n = 2, T = 303 K) that the approximation carried out does not describe the 
electrical properties of the system at this temperature. To assess this difference 
between <Ye and o'err at T = 303 K, it is possible to use precisioning of the calculation 
of <Ye by replacing the two resistors by five resistors, which would be obtained by 
determining the concentration profile c = c(x) in both diffusion pairs. The values 
of <1t corresponding to L1 a.t T = 303 K listed in Table II were measured on slices 
with homogeneous distribution of salts throughout their volume. The ac calculated 
for these values from equation (10) for n = 5 a.t T = 303 K, both diffusion pairs 
are listed in Table III. A comparison of these values of <re with those of <1ett gives 
evidence of the difference between the two quantities. This means that if a concen
tration gradient of soluble salts is present in a body, the behaviour of the body 
in an electric field does not correspond to that of resistors in series with different 
homogeneous contents of soluble salts. The precisioned calculation for n = 5 also 
leads to the finding that a system composed of several homogeneous resistors 
connected in series has a higher specific electric conductivity than a system with 
a concentration gradient of soluble saltR. 

Let u,; utilize the findings and carry out the division of a diffusion pair into 
resi,;tors arranged in series according to Fig. 4, on the basis of the established 
dependences c = c(x) (cf. Fig. 3). In the given case, the diffusion pair consist 
of two bodies with a homogeneous content of salts c1 and c2, and specific electric 
conductivities o'1 and a2, and one body with a concentration gradient of soluble 
Ralts c = c(x) with effective specific electric conductivity o'effp. The values of the 
corresponding quantities at T = 303 K for both diffusion pairs are listed in Table 
IV, and the values of a1 and <12 a.re given by equation (2). The calculated o'c of this 
system from equation 10 for n = 2 and T = 303 K iR given for both diffusion 
pairs in Table III. The agreement between the values of <Ye and <Yerr means that 
the ,;ystem composed of bodies with homogeneously distributed content of salts, 
and bodies with a concentration gradient in an electric field can be described as 
resistors connected in series in the case where the bodies with the concentration 
gradient are expressed by effective quantities. 

To establish the significance of the diffusion electric process on electric current 
transmission in a water-saturated porcelain mix containing soluble salts, let 
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us determine the concentration profile according to Figs. 3 and 4. For the sake 
of simplification, the entire concentration profile is approximated by a linear 
dependence, as illustrated by Fig. 3. The electric voltage profile is also considered 
to be linear. In the given case, equation (5) acquires the form 

(11) 

where a.,is the specific electric conductivity of a body with homogeneously distri
buted mean concentration of salts, c in the diffu:-ion pair �x = xp. For the diffusion 
pair part Xp according to Fig. 4, Table IV and Fig. 3 indicate the values of quantities 
listed for T = 303 K in Table V. The diffusion-electric coefficients L1 calculated 
according to (1) are given in Table V. 

On expressing, on the basis of the L1 established, the effect of the electric field 
potential, i.e. (-a) d cp/<lx and that of the diffusion-electric process, i.e. L1 dc/dx 
on the electric current density j according to equation (3) one finds that the flux 
through a conductor with the concentration gradient dc/dx = 21.8 wt. % m-1 

I 

I 

C 
C2 

C=f(x) 
C1 X 

L 
X1 Xp 

X2 
u 

U1 Up 
U2 

R1 R
p 

R2 

°1 °ef p 6'2 

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram 6/ the divi&ion of a difu•ion pair into resistor• connected in •eri•• 
according the dependence c = e(x) 

Table IV 

Survey of values for the seriPs connection of resistors according to Fig. 4 

I
I 

I 

I I I Diffusion 

I
Xi x, I Xp 

ll 1 u, Up - -
i 

-- i -- -
v v pair nun llllll mm 

I I I I 
I I 0-0.6 wt. % 
I 

14 

I 

13.5 27.5 I 3.23 0.93 3.84 
0-0.3 wt. % 13 14 28 I 3.13 i 1.55 5.02 I 

i I I i 

I
I I 

I
diffusion I c, I aerrv c, I pair I 

--·-- - ··--- --
Sm·· 1 wt. % wt. % mA 

I I 

0-0.6 wt. % I 0.37 I (I 0.!i 

: 

46.5 
0-0.3 wt. % I 0.30 I 0 0.3 48.5 

I 

I 
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Table V 

Values of quantities for the calculation of the diffusion-electric coefficient 

Diffusion aelfp c ac tl<p/tlx Ile/ tlx L1 
--�--I pair I Sm-1 

I wt. % I Sm- 1 I Vni-1 I wt. %m- 1 

I wt. % vsm-3 

0-0.6 wt. O' 
/0 0.37 0.3 0.487 139.8 21.8 -0.75 

'1-0.3 wt. % 0.30 0.15 0.355 179.3 10.7 -0.92 
I 

ie smaller by 24 % than that in a conductor without any concentration gradient. 
In the case of dc/dx = 10.7 wt.% m-1, this flux is lower by 15 %-

On the ba1is of the results obtained it may be concluded that the electric process 
due to the concentration gradient of soluble salts decreases the passage of alterna
ting electric current through the water-saturated ceramic mix. The negative 
effect of the diffusion-electric process on the transmission of electric current decre
ases with decreasing concentration of salts in the mix. In an alternating electric 
field, a water saturated ceramic mix with a concentration gradient of soluble 
11alts behaves as an inhomogeneous conductor. In the case of grad c = 0, its beha
viour is described by a homogeneous electric conductor. 
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DIFUZNJ'i: ELEKTRICKY PROCES VE VODOU NASYCENJ<J KERAMICKE 
SMESI 

Jiti Havrda, Eva Gregorova, Frantisek Oujiti 

Vysoka §kola chemicko-technologicka, katedra technologie silikatit, 166 28 Praha 

Difuzne elektricky proces vc vodou nasyccne keramicke smesi je studovan metodou difuzniho 
paru s vnitfnim objemovfm zdrojcm tepla, pri niz je smer pl'enosu clektrickeho proudu rozpust
nych soli a tepla stejny. Metoda je zalozena na mefcni koncentracniho profilu v telese na zaklade 
stanoveni specificke elektricke vodivosti smesi. Jp proveden rozbor elektrickeho chovani nasycene 
kP1·amicke smesi s vnitrnim zdrojem tepla a koncentracnim gradientem rozpustnych soli. Difuzne 
c!Pktrickf proces, vyvolany gradientem koncentrace rozpustnych soli, snizuje tok sttidaveho 
elektrickeho proudu ve voclou nasycene koramicke smesi. Vodou nasycena keramicka smes, 
obsahujici gradient koncentrace rozpustnfch soli, se ve sti'idavem elektrickem poli ohova 
jako nehomogenni elcktricky vodic, je-li tento gradient raven nule, popisuje jeji chovani homo
genni elektrickf vodic. 

Obr. 1. Schema melody d,juzniho paru s vnitrnim objemovym zdrojem tepla; 1 - elektrody, 2 - te
pelna izolace, 3 - vlhkostni izolace, 4, 5 - telesa s koncentraci rozpu,Ytnych soli c1, c2, 

6 - tran8formator, 7, 8 - voltmetr, 9 - ampermetr, 10 - termoclanky.

Obr. 2. Teplotni profit v difuznim paru. 

Obr. 3. KonCPntraiSni profil v dijuznim paru pfi T = 303 K. A - (0 - 0,6) % hm.; B - (0 -
0,3) %hm. 

Obr. 4. Schema rozdeleni d,j,,zniho paru na seriove fazene odpory podle za�·islosti c = c(x). 
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o ,[( If <D <D ¥ 3 If O H H O 8 JI E R T P If q E C H If :ti IT P O [( E CC 
13 HACbl llJ:EHHO.0: BO,[(O:0 HEPAMlfl:IECHO:0 CMEClf 

llpmn raup;ta, 8ua rperopoua, <DpaHTIIIIICK OyHpmH 

Xu.Mui.:o-mexHo.11,02u,iec1mii. UHcmumym, i.:a<jeopa mexno.ioauu cu.n,wrnmoe, 166 28 Ilpaea 

,ll,n:q)(JiyallOHHO :weHTPll'IeCHllli rrpou:ecc B Hacbll.U:eHHOll B0/Wll HepaMHqecHOll CMCl' ll 
HCC.iICAOBa.illl C II0M0II(b!O MCT0)l.8 AHq>cpyallOHHoii rra pbl C BHyTpeHHllM o6'beMHbJM llCT0qHHK0M 
TenJia, rrpH K0T0p0M HarrpaB.ilCHllC rrepeHoca 3JlCKTpllqecK0ro T0f,a pacTB0pllMhIX coneii 
ll TeII.ila 0).\llHaK0Bbl. MeTO).\ 0CH0BbJBaeTcll Ha ll3MepeHHll K0HJJ,eHTpall,ll0HH0ro rrpodmJill 
B TeJie Ha 0CHOBaHllH orrpCAC.iICHHll y)l.e.ilbHOli 3Jie1,TpllqecKOll rrpoB0AllM0CTll l'MCCll. IIpll
B0AllTCll am1.illl3 3.ileii:TPll'IeCK0ro II0BCAeHllll HaCblll'(CHHOli KepaMllqecKOH CMCCll C BHYTPCH
HHM llCT0'IHllK0M TCII.ila n rpa)l.lleHT0M H0HI\eHTpau;llll pacTB0pllMhIX CO.'.leii. ,[(n<f>qiyan:OHHO 
3JleKTpll'ICCKHll rrpou:ecc, Bhl3BaHHhJH rpaAllCHT0M K0HJJ,eHTpall,llll pacTB0plIMhlX cone:ii:, II0-
HlllRaeT rrp0T0K rrepeMeHH0r0 T0Ka B HaCblll'(eHHOll BOAOH KepaMnqeeKOll CMecn. HacbUI(eH
HaH BO)J.OH KepaMll'Iel'KaH CMCCh, co11epmall'(aH rpa;rneHT KOHJICHTpa111rn pacTB0plIMhJX co;reu, 
B rrepeMeHH0M 3.;JeKTpuqecK0M II0.ile BC;\eT ce6H KaK neo;i;Hopo):(HJJ.H 3.T!C!{TporrpoB0AHlfK, 
ll ecJm i\llHHJ,Ill rpa)l.HeHT paBCH HYJIIO, TO 0lllll:IJ.BaeT ee ll0BegeHlle o;\HOpOAHhlll 3.ilCKTpo
rrpoB0/�HllK. 

Puc. 1. Cxe.Ma .,11,emooa ou¢if,yauo1-t1-wit napbt c BHympeHHllM 061,e.MHbtM ucnw,inuKoM me11.11,a; 
1 -- a.11,e1,mpoflbi, 2 - men.11,ouao.11,JUfu.R, 3 - 6.rtaJ1Cnorm1-uz.n uao.11,.n4u.n, 4, 5 - me.tin 
c KoH4enmpa4ue1'i pacmeopu.MbtX co.11,eii. c1, c2, 6 - mpaHc<jop.Mamop, 7, 8 - eo.11,bm
.1iemp, 9 - a.Mnep.Memp, 10 - mep.M-Oa.11,e.MeHmbi. 

Puc. 2. Te.MnepamypHblU npoifiu.11,b e iJu<jJ<jyauoHnoii nape. 
Puc. 3. Kon4enmpa4uoHHbtii npo<j3u.n,i e ou<j<jyauo1-tnou nape npu T = 303 K; A - (0-0,3)

% no eecy; B - (0 - 0,3) % no eecy. 

Puc. 4. CxeMa paaoe.ienu.<i iJu,jjifiyauowwu napbl Ha 1,aci.:aiJno y1iop.niJ011,ennb1e conpomue.ie-
1//1.'l co2.11,acHo aaeucu.11ocmu c = c(x). 

OPRACOV ANf ULTRAZVUKEM predstavuje velky pokrok v oblasti technologie 
konecne upravy ruznych materialu. Metoda vyuziva ultrazvukem indukovane vibrace. Pfi 
kombinaci s abrasivni hmotou umoznuje presne vrtani otvoru jakehokoliv tvaru. Jedna se o ne
tepelny, neelektricky a nechemicky postup, ktery nema negativni vliv na chemicke a fyzikalni 
vlastnosti opracovaneho materialu. Mezi materialy opracovatelne ultrazvukem patri Ah03, 

karbid a nitrid kremiku, piezokeramika, taveny kremen, sklo, boritoktemicite sklo, jedno- a poly
krystalicky Si, safir, karbidy a ruzne kovy. Mezi nejbezneji pouzivana obrusiva se radi karbid 
B a  Si a oxid Al. Pro opracovani skelnych materialu a taveneho kremene je nejvhodnejsi karbid Si. 
Tento postup je mozne vyuzivat v ruznych oblastech - od vyroby keramickych motoru v auto
mobilovem prumyslu az po pripravu Al203 podlozek pouzivanych pfi automatizovane vyrobe 
diod. Vyhody opracovani ultrazvukem spocivaji v dosazeni vysoke kvality opracovanych vy
robku bez vzniku napeti pri ni7..sich cenach. Metoda umoznuje opracovani i vyrobku s reflexni 
nebo pokovenou vrstvou bez naruseni techto vrstev. 
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Fryntovri. 
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